Mix it up and Blend the “New” and the “Old” as we join forces for this exciting event at 
**Arka Restaurant Bar & Lounge**  
And  
**Tempus Fugit Spirits**  
Taste the spirit of the Belle Époque and the cocktails that ruled the speakeasies of prohibition America 

**JOIN BAHREC FOR OUR**  
**SPRING SOCIAL**  
**MONDAY, APRIL 30TH**  
**5 – 7.30 PM**  
**ARKA INDIAN RESTAURANT**  
**725 S. FAIR OAKS AVE., SUNNYVALE, CA 94086**  
**PH: (408) 733-2752**  

A HOT new restaurant - Named after the Sun, which gives energy and nutrients to all life, **Arka Restaurant, Bar & Lounge** blends authentic Indian cooking with modern styles and presentation, creating a sensory experience unlike any other in the Bay Area. Located in the heart of Silicon Valley, Arka is the embodiment of innovative Indian cooking in a sleek and sophisticated environment, giving guests a culinary escape that sooths the soul. *Come ready to let your taste buds explore!*  

And a Bit of History - *Don’t miss the 5:00 “Green Hour” (“L’Heure Verte”), ancestor to our modern "Happy Hour"* (Be sure to arrive on time for a chance to win a free bottle of absinthe!)  
- John Troia, founder of Tempus Fugit Spirits and Absinthe Historian, will discuss the history of the rise, fall and modern resurrection of the legendary elixir, Absinthe. Along with the history, John will demonstrate the traditional absinthe drip and will have a number of the highest rated classic absinthes available for tasting. Additionally, John will discuss the re-emergence of other historic spirits and their history in some of the best known classic cocktails. Participants will also be able to taste the classic “20th Century” cocktail, which was created in 1938, utilizing a classic Quina Aperitif Wine and vintage style Crème de Cacao.  

**Tempus Fugit Spirits**  
Tempus Fugit Spirits is dedicated to importing and developing the finest historic spirits from around the globe to satisfy the demands of the most discerning bartender and cocktail connoisseur. As the Sole U.S. Agent for the finest portfolio of premium, award-winning absinthes from the historic absinthe producing regions in Switzerland and France, **Tempus Fugit Spirits** is at the forefront of this exciting and resurgent spirits category, which has become a staple in any well-stocked drinking establishment or astute cocktail consumers’ personal spirits collection.  

In addition, Tempus Fugit Spirits has become renown for uncovering antique liquors, which have been lost in the modern world of commercial, and high volume produced spirits. These precious historic spirits are once again being produced by their partner distilleries in Europe and the United States to original recipes from the 19th to early 20th Century.  

The uncompromising quality and eye toward historic authenticity of Tempus Fugit Spirits’ products is the reason why these critically acclaimed brands stand at the very pinnacle of their categories.  

$45 for members, $60 for guests -  
**Payable in advance through PayPal** [http://bahrec.shrm.org/events](http://bahrec.shrm.org/events)  

Don’t miss out - RSVP today!